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“A yellow-mouthed child, who also dares to speak nonsense here!” 

 

With a cold snort, Master Bo Yi glanced unhappily at Haoden Ye and 

whirled around to Ju Xiaohuai. 

 

“Kook Assistant, you Qian Wan don’t trust him, there is a fierce and vicious 

ghost living here, Qian Wan don’t let anyone live here!” 

 

Hearing his words, the business celebrities following behind him turned 

white one by one. 

 

They’re just following along, they don’t even know the place is haunted yet. 

 

“There’s even an evil ghost here, Master Boyi hurry up and collect him!” 

 

“Don’t you panic, with Master Bo Yi here, what fierce ghost can hurt us!” 

 

The crowd began to chatter noisily, many of them unconsciously 

approaching Master Boi. 

 

“Hehehe, you say there are fierce spirits here, he says there aren’t, you 

two, who should I believe!” 

 



Ju Xiaohuai’s head tilted in a dilemma. 

 

“Assistant Ju, haven’t you heard of Master Bo Yi’s reputation, the Northeast 

China House is haunted, and it was Master Bo Yi who went there to solve 

it!” 

 

“Yes, yes, aren’t there many more stars in your showbiz world who have 

gone to exorcise ghosts with Master Seiboyi?” 

 

Many people smiled bitterly at Ju Xiaohuai’s words. 

 

If you don’t trust such an experienced ghost hunter as Master Bo Yi, who 

else are you going to trust? 

 

“Assistant Kook, there is indeed a ghost here, but it’s not a fierce ghost, I 

don’t think it has any intention of harming anyone!” 

 

Haoden Ye hadn’t wanted to argue with Master Bo Yi, but he was the one 

who had found this land for Director Wu to film on, if the actors heard that 

the place was haunted, would anyone else want to come here? 

 

“Or else, you guys can all catch ghosts here tonight, and whoever can 

catch them will be the better!” 

 

Ju Xiaohuai was suddenly excited and leaped to make suggestions. 



 

Hearing this, everyone looked incredulous. 

 

“Assistant Kook, you’re not kidding!” 

 

Master Bo Yi suddenly burst out laughing and pointed at Haoden Ye, “You 

made me work with a liar!Truth be told, I’m having a bit of trouble dealing 

with this evil spirit!” 

 

“Yes, if there really is an evil ghost, but it will kill the recognition, Kook 

Assistant Qian Wan don’t be so joking!” 

 

“Look at that kid, he’s about to freak out!” 

 

“Young man, value your life, if you’re afraid, tell the truth quickly, don’t die 

in vain!” 

 

Obviously, everyone didn’t think that Haoden Ye had the ability. 

 

It’s not because of anything else, Master Boyd is famous for his ghost 

hunting, how dare you, a nobody, compete with Master Boyd? 

 

That’s a death wish! 

 



“Yoko, they say you’re scared, do you dare to stay tonight?” 

 

Ju Xiaohuai listened to the crowd and smiled at Haoden Ye. 

 

“This girl isn’t afraid that things won’t go well!” 

 

With a bitter smile, Haoden Ye shook his head. 

 

He was supposed to stay the night, and it was better to have a helper, so 

he had to nod. 

 

Seeing Haoden Ye’s promise, Master Bo Yi’s face darkened. 

 

He simply didn’t think that Haoden Ye had the ability to exorcise ghosts, 

knowing that he himself had spent nearly thirty years learning the spell to 

exorcise ghosts. 

 

And his master also said that in thirty years, he’d only learned a skinny bit. 

 

Haoden Ye is just a kid, what kind of ghost hunting spells can he learn? 

 

Even he couldn’t deal with this ghost, what method could Haoden Ye have? 

 



“Kid, I’ll give you one last piece of advice, you can cheat if you want, but 

there’s no need to use your life as a price!” 

 

Master Boi narrowed his eyes and snorted. 

 

“That’s right, boy, value your life!” 

 

Others followed suit. 

 

Many people were also well-intentioned, after all, they couldn’t bear to see 

Haoden Ye die alive and alone. 

 

“This… I actually want to advise the Master to just not come tonight and let 

me deal with this ghost all by myself!” 

 

That got everyone’s eyes wide open. 

 

Master Boi was even redder! 

 

“Well, if you want to die, I’ll give you the chance!” 

 

With a cold smile, Master Bo Yi’s face darkened. 

 



“When I see that fierce ghost tonight, I’ll leave this kid behind and run for 

my life!” 

 

He had been invited by the Lin family to collect this stern ghost before, but 

he had almost died from the stern ghost’s gale without even seeing 

someone’s shadow! 

 

“Alright, we’ll wait for you two at the bottom of the hill, so don’t go back 

tonight!” 

 

Ju Xiaohuai smiled and nodded at Ma Weicheng, “Hey, Ma Weicheng, I’m 

staying at your hotel tonight!” 

 

Ma Weicheng almost fell to the ground with a heel at the news! 

 

Ju Xiaohuai even knows his name! 

 

And, by the looks of it, she seemed to know herself! 

 

To Lancang County, he was a business myth, but to the Lin family, he 

wasn’t even a fart, and it was unexpected that Ju Xiaohuai knew himself! 

 

At one point, Ma Weicheng was on the verge of tears of excitement. 

 



“No wonder the Lin family is able to hold the number one position in Huaxia 

business, it’s just a small assistant, but it’s so erudite!” 

 

Surprisingly, Ma Weicheng’s face was respectful, “Miss Ju is staying with 

us, this is an honor, I’ll go arrange it right away!” 

 

“Well, also you contact the crematorium, you might have to give a funeral to 

one of them tomorrow!” 

 

Ju Xiaohuai said, jumping down from the steps. 

 

Everyone couldn’t help but feel chills in their hearts as they heard this. 

 

A human life, in the eyes of this little girl, is nothing at all? 

 

Ma Weicheng said two polite words to Master Bo Yi and took his men 

down, Xu Wei also patted his ass, and finally sneered at Haoden Ye and 

followed him down. 

 

On the mountain, only Haoden Ye and Master Bo Yi were left. 

 

Master Bo Yi ignored Haoden Ye and wandered around looking for an 

escape route for the night. 

 

As night fell, Master Boi mentally tensed up. 



 

As time passed, the situation on the mountain began to change. 

 

A chill gradually rose in the air, chilling. 

 

Master Boi finally felt afraid and retreated inside the villa. 

 

Inside, Haoden Ye was sitting cross-legged, not fearful in the least. 

 

“Act like it, though!” 

 

Master Bo Yi sneered and was about to walk towards Haoden Ye when 

suddenly a chain sound rang out. 

 

There was a sudden chill of anger behind him, like something was staring 

at him. 

 

Master Boi was shaken and his body turned mechanically. 

 

Behind it, a cloud of blackness condensed and remained intact, and within 

the blackness, a pair of cold, dark eyes stared at him. 

 

“The Fengdu Emperor lends me the Yin talisman to seal the demons and 

deter evil spirits!” 



 

Without thinking about it, Master Bo Yi pulled out two talismans from his 

pocket and threw them at the blackness, screaming in terror. 

 

The two talismans came into contact with the blackness and burned 

instantly! 

 

The blackness shuddered violently and the ghost seemed to be afraid, 

hastily retreating and finally disappearing into the night. 

 

“Huh?It worked!” 

 

Master Boi froze, wondering as the blackness disappeared. 

 

But he didn’t notice that behind him, Haoden Ye had now opened his eyes. 

 

In both eyes, blue light flashed! 

 

This is the light produced by the pure Yin of the earth! 
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What time the gale was blowing, Master Bo Yi’s face changed. 

 

The gloom was harsh, as if blown in from hell. 



 

And sensing this Yin Qi, Haoden Ye also stayed still. 

 

“Who dares to disturb my cultivation!” 

 

An oozing voice sounded, and a dark shadow gradually appeared under 

the moonlight. 

 

Green-faced, with a tuft of auburn hair flowing around his head, and a black 

chain tied around his thick waist. 

 

“I am Yu Fang, a ghost of the earth, here to cultivate, who is disturbing me!” 

 

An angry shout made the two men turn white at the same time. 

 

Master Bo Yi, who had just bragged about his achievements, rolled his 

eyes at that time and fell straight to the ground, unconscious. 

 

“This loser!” 

 

Even if Haoden Ye was good-tempered, he couldn’t help but curse at this 

time. 

 



He didn’t know much about ghost hunting and was expecting Master Boi to 

help, but he passed out straight away. 

 

However, at this point, he also had time to be angry with Master Bo Yi and 

quickly raised his hand to summon the Detention Bell. 

 

But before he raised his hand, a chill came over him. 

 

But then I saw that the green-faced ghost Guai Fang had already thrown 

the chain and quickly trapped his waist. 

 

The iron chain was as if it was alive, and once it wrapped around the waist, 

it quickly climbed upwards, directly hooping Haoden Ye’s hand as well. 

 

“A mere mortal who dares to have trouble with my ghosts!” 

 

The sneering voice rang out. 

 

The green-faced ghost figure slowly drifted in front of Haoden Ye and 

opened its bloody mouth! 

 

“I’ll eat you today as the price for your offense against me!” 

 



Haoden Ye only felt a fishy air coming, and then he saw the green-faced 

ghost’s mouth getting bigger and bigger, and finally swallowed himself right 

down. 

 

“Eat…eat what?” 

 

The screeching sound woke Master Boi, who had passed out on the floor. 

 

He opened his eyes just in time to see the green-faced ghost swallow 

Haoden Ye down alone. 

 

Master Boi went white then, his legs went limp, and his pants felt damp! 

 

“Holy shit!Cannibalism, cannibalism!” 

 

Master Boi screamed as he stood up and took a step to run outside. 

 

But he only took two steps, and the green-faced ghost’s chains wrapped 

around him. 

 

“Have mercy, Great God have mercy!I’m just catching a kid!” 

 

Master Boi instantly knelt down. 

 



“Hehe, so it’s a Daoist!” 

 

The moment the iron chain wrapped around the Green-faced Ghost’s body, 

the Green-faced Ghost’s face immediately revealed a hideous color! 

 

“What unit are you with?” 

 

The green-faced ghost reached out and lifted Master Boi directly up. 

 

“Which…which unit?” 

 

Master Bo Yi directly dumbfounded, he is just half a priest, how come the 

following people also discuss units? 

 

That’s what he thought wrong, the dungeon was usually called a 

government and a court. 

 

Only the dungeon likes to popularize the yang things, and there are ghosts 

who come up here to do their work and hear the yang people talking, and 

gradually learn to call them these names. 

 

Plus a lot of corrupt officials are going to hell and are used to saying so. 

 

This kind of name was becoming popular among the ghosts of hell. 



 

“I’m asking you, which one of the Three Cleans is your seat!” 

 

The green-faced ghost was fierce. 

 

“Yuan…the First Emperor!” 

 

Gulping, Master Boi’s voice trembled. 

 

“So that’s how it is, the First Emperor has a bad relationship with my 

Fengdu Emperor, so I’ll eat you up!” 

 

After opening his mouth to speak Boi Master swallowed. 

 

“I’m… I’m the Spiritual Treasure Heavenly Throne!” 

 

Master Boi was horrified and quickly changed the doorway. 

 

“So that’s how it is, the Spiritual Treasure Celestial is at odds with me, 

Emperor Dongyue, so it’s no loss for me to eat you!” 

 

Master Bo Yi is about to cry, feelings of three Qing and the earth these 

officials have a discord, this ghost is obviously looking for a reason to eat 

himself! 



 

Seeing the green-faced ghost Moon Basin Mouth getting closer and closer, 

Master Bo Yi despaired in his heart. 

 

Just then, a bell sounded. 

 

Ding ding ding ding! 

 

The voice wasn’t loud, but it shook the green-faced ghost to the core! 

 

A painful scream sounded, and the green-faced ghost retreated repeatedly. 

 

Then, a cloud of smoke drifted out of his mouth, and in the midst of the 

smoke trailed a man! 

 

“Ye… Haoden Ye!” 

 

Master Bo Yi was directly stunned, but he saw Haoden Ye being dragged 

by a cloud of smoke and floating down to the ground, one hand raised, his 

hand shaking rapidly. 

 

An ear-piercing ringing sounded, and the green-faced ghost’s body sprang 

away in a sudden burst. 

 



“Det…Detention Bell!Shangguan spare me!” 

 

The green-faced ghost face was terrified and knelt on the ground, 

kowtowing viciously to the ground. 

 

Only at this time did the sound of Haoden Ye’s bell stop. 

 

“Yu Fang doesn’t know how thick the sky is, but he rammed into 

Shangguan!Damn it all!” 

 

The huge-bodied green-faced ghost was like a tame kitten, looking at 

Haoden Ye in fear. 

 

When he had just been swallowed by the green-faced ghost, Haoden Ye 

thought that he was going to die. 

 

I didn’t expect the detention bell to suddenly start radiating light at this time. 

 

The light enveloped Haoden Ye and protected him, which gave Haoden Ye 

the opportunity to shake the Detention Bell. 

 

Seeing how respectful the green-faced ghost was, Haoden Ye stopped 

shaking the detention bell. 

 

“What are you doing stopping and putting away this evil spirit!” 



 

Once Bo Yi saw that Haoden Ye didn’t shake his hand anymore, his 

frightened face went white then. 

 

He tried to stand up, but his pants were still wet at this point and how ugly it 

was to stand up. 

 

“Didn’t you hear what he said?He’s a ghost man!” 

 

Haoden Ye rolled a white eye and looked at Bo Yi without a good look. 

 

“Not bad I am Yu Fang, a dungeon ghost!” 

 

The green-faced ghost hurriedly nodded and pointed to the chain he was to 

wrap around his waist, “This is a soul detention lock given to me by Lord 

Ghost Collector, not some evil ghost!” 

 

“What a fool you are to believe even when evil spirits speak!” 

 

Bo Yi saw that Haoden Ye refused to listen to his words and became 

furious. 

 

He had forgotten that if it wasn’t for Haoden Ye, he would have been eaten 

by a green-faced ghost by now. 

 



“How dare you! How dare you be rude to your superior!” 

 

Haoden Ye didn’t get angry, the green-faced ghost was furious, his face 

glowing blue, and his figure pounced over to Bo Yi. 

 

Obviously, Bo Yi scolding Haoden Ye made him upset. 

 

Haoden Ye shouted in alarm at the sight, “Don’t hurt him!” 

 

The green-faced ghost figure punched, which is why it didn’t eat Bo Yi 

alive, but spare Master Bo Yi fainted from fright. 

 

“Don’t blame him, he dared to insult your superior, I really can’t stand it!” 

 

The green-faced ghost looked fearful, afraid that Haoden Ye would be 

angry because of what had just happened. 

 

“No…nothing!” 

 

Seeing such a terrifying monster treating him with such respect, Haoden Ye 

didn’t know whether to be happy or sad in his heart. 

 

“Ahem, you said you’re a ghost, why aren’t you in the underworld, but 

practicing in the sun?” 



 

Haoden Ye sounded out the haunting of the place and frowned. 

 

“What your superior doesn’t know is that five years ago, my good brother 

and I were ordered to come up here and detain a ghost, but we never 

expected that ghost to suddenly turn into an evil spirit!” 

 

The green-faced ghost had a bitter color on his face as he heard Haoden 

Ye’s words. 

 

“We tangled with him and my brother was killed by him, so I have a 

grievance and can’t come down to the netherworld. 

 

Upon hearing that, Haoden Ye finally came to a sudden realization. 
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Seeing him in such a respectful…even obsequious manner, Haoden Ye 

became a little uncomfortable. 

 

“Yu Fang, you don’t have to be so respectful to me!” 

 

Upon hearing that, Yu Fang looked up at Haoden Ye carefully and smiled 

awkwardly. 

 

“Ahem, is your superior thinking that I’m being too respectful to you?” 



 

He was helpless to this person who didn’t understand the hierarchy of the 

dungeon at all, but possessed a weapon strong enough to trumpet a 

ghost’s magic. 

 

Hearing him say that, Haoden Ye became curious then and nodded lightly. 

 

“Let me put it to you this way!My earthly hierarchy is very strict, usually 

divided into emperor, heaven, bodhisattva, king, god, mountain chief, 

pawn, and official!” 

 

At this point, he paused. 

 

“The Middle Emperors are the Fengdu Emperor as well as the Dong Yue 

Emperor as well as the Five Ghost Emperors!” 

 

Hearing this, Haoden Ye looked surprised, he hadn’t known there were so 

many emperors in the dungeon. 

 

“As for this heaven, it is the Six Heavens of Lo Feng, and the heads of the 

divisions have been enthroned by the heavenly realm as heavenly 

officials!” 

 

“As for the Bodhisattva, there is only one, the Bodhisattva Ksitigarbha, 

which belongs to the special office of Western Buddhism in my ghost world, 

not under our control in terms of power, but tempered by the Emperor 

Dongyue!” 



 

Hearing his words, Haoden Ye laughed bitterly, “So complicated!” 

 

“It’s not really that complicated, each of these official positions have their 

own division of labor, and we’re pretty simple compared to the division of 

the human realm!” 

 

Skimming his lips, Yu Fang didn’t take Haoden Ye’s words seriously. 

 

“As for the King, it’s the Ten Temples of Hell, and Yama belongs to the 

Fengdu Emperor, who is in charge of the eighteen layers of Hell!” 

 

“The City God belongs to Yan Luo, and all eighteen hells have them, but 

the division of labor is different, and as for the mountain chief and the 

pawn, they belong to the Emperor of the East and the Emperor of the Five 

Ghosts, respectively.” 

 

The more Haoden Ye listened, the more confused he became, he thought 

that the hierarchy of the dungeon was only high and low, but he never 

imagined that people at different levels belonged to different units. 

 

He didn’t want to figure it out either, and coughed, “What about you 

Ghostbusters, who’s in charge?” 

 

Feather Fang was stunned at this and whirled around, looking 

embarrassed. 



 

“The lowest official in the land is a ghost official, and we ghosts are not in 

the establishment!” 

 

Haoden Ye listened directly dumbfounded, for the earth to work in the yang 

world of ghosts is no longer compiled! 

 

With a dry chuckle, the feathered party became even more embarrassed. 

 

“In the past, there were no ghosts, it was all ghost officials who detained 

ghosts, but then more and more people were in charge, and the ghost 

officials simply couldn’t keep busy, so they promoted some ghosts as ghost 

officials!” 

 

Coughing, Yu Fang continued, “Ghosts work for ghost officials, but in the 

eyes of other officials in the ghost world, they take the same salary that 

ghost officials give.” 

 

“What about the ghosts in the sun?” 

 

Haoden Ye glanced at Bo Yi who was lying on the ground and frowned. 

 

“The ghosts of the Yang are all under the control of the Eastern Yue 

Emperor, and they too, ghosts reincarnated back into the Yang, although 

they help the Fengdu Emperor of the Earth, but they are still 

administratively subordinate to the Eastern Yue Emperor!” 



 

Following Haoden Ye’s glance at Bo Yi, Yu Fang thought about it. 

 

After a while, he added, “Anyone who performs yin and yang in the yang 

world is under the control of Emperor Dongyue!” 

 

“Oh!” 

 

Haoden Ye listened for half a day, but actually didn’t hear much going on in 

his heart at all, just a cop-out. 

 

“By the way, that fierce ghost you were talking about, is it good?” 

 

Haoden Ye recalled the other evil ghost that Feather Fang said. 

 

“Awesome, I’m no match for him, but Shangguan has a detention bell, so 

there’s absolutely no problem detaining him!” 

 

Featherfang nodded and shook his head. 

 

“You hide for now, tomorrow I’ll take you to find that grudge spirit and 

collect him, will you be able to go back to the underworld!” 

 

Haoden Ye smiled at Yu Fang. 



 

At the news, the feathered party burst into tears of excitement. 

 

It’s very painful for a ghost to stay in the sun, especially during the day. 

 

To resolve his grievances, he was now in great pain. 

 

“Thank you, officer!” 

 

With his legs bent, Feather Fang immediately knelt down. 

 

“No need to kneel!” 

 

Reaching out to pull up Yu Fang, Haoden Ye looked embarrassed. 

 

He was a little uncomfortable with the awe of this ghostwriter. 

 

“It’s not going to work tonight, how am I supposed to take you?” 

 

Thinking of a key question, Haoden Ye was confused. 

 

“This is no problem, I can just possess this person!” 

 



After saying that Yu Fang turned into a cloud of smoke and got inside 

Master Bo Yi’s body. 

 

Soon, Master Bo Yi opened his eyes, his eyes glowing with blue light! 

 

“It’s not normal for people to see you like this, so why don’t you possess 

someone else?” 

 

Seeing his eyes glaze over, it felt quite oozing. 

 

“There’s no need to worry, Shangguan, I’ll be hidden within this person, he 

won’t even feel abnormal himself.” 

 

Hearing him say that, Haoden Ye was finally relieved. 

 

“Well, you let him wake up, and I’ll take you down the hill!” 

 

On hearing this, Yu Fang nodded gently, the green light Amin inside his 

eyes retreating. 

 

In an instant, the image of the fierce ghost that had just looked hideous 

turned into a frightened face. 

 

“Ghost!Ghost!” 



 

Master Boi’s memory was still stuck on the time when he had just been 

eaten by Yu Fang, so as soon as he woke up, he scattered his legs and 

ran. 

 

If Haoden Ye hadn’t reacted quickly enough and grabbed him by the back 

of his collar, Master Bo Yi would have run down the mountain. 

 

“Ghost!” 

 

Being grabbed by the collar, Master Boi was even more terrified, and his 

pants were wet then. 

 

“Master, it’s me!” 

 

Coughing dryly, Haoden Ye glanced at his wet pants and looked 

embarrassed. 

 

It was only at this time that Master Bo Yi came back to his senses and 

turned his head in fear to look at Haoden Ye, his eyes wary, as if he wasn’t 

sure if Haoden Ye was a ghost or not. 

 

After a long time, he finally decided that there was someone standing 

behind him, and looked around. 

 



“Where are the ghosts…the ghosts?” 

 

Master Boi’s voice trembled. 

 

“A ghost hunter who’s so afraid of ghosts!” 

 

With a bitter smile, Haoden Ye quickly explained, “That evil ghost has been 

taken away by me!” 

 

“You?”Master Boi recalled what had just happened. 

 

Just when his incantation didn’t work, Haoden Ye took out a baby that 

actually suppressed that evil ghost. 

 

At the thought, Master Boyd felt a surge of shame and anger. 

 

Especially since he was now wetting his pants, but Haoden Ye looked 

relaxed. 

 

However, he didn’t think that Haoden Ye had the ability to catch ghosts, he 

relied on that magic treasure. 

 

“If I had that baby, wouldn’t this kid be easy to take down?” 

 



Thinking viciously, the Boi Master frame was once again up. 

 

“I didn’t expect you to have that kind of magic, but I guess I underestimated 

you!” 

 

He sounded a bit indignant and gave credit to Haoden Ye’s magic treasure. 

 

And Haoden Ye himself understood that if it wasn’t for the Soul Detention 

Bell, he probably wouldn’t be alive right now. 

 

But death isn’t so bad. At worst, I’ll make a wish again and learn some 

ghost hunting skills from the koi fish. 

 

“Come on, let’s go down the hill!” 

 

Taking the possessed Boi Master with him, the two men descend the 

mountain. 

 

Inside the Lancang Hotel, Ma Weicheng is warmly entertaining Kook 

Xiaohuai. 

 

When the two men arrived at the hotel, an attendant immediately took them 

upstairs and inside a luxury suite. 

 

 


